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ABSTRACT Molecular signaling is ubiquitous across scales in nature and finds useful applications in

precision medicine and heavy industry. Characterizing noise in communication systems is essential to

understanding its information capacity. To date, research inmolecular nano communication (MNC) primarily

considers the molecular dynamics within the medium, where various forms of stochastic effects generate

noise. However, in many real-world scenarios, external effects can also influence molecular dynamics and

cause noise. Here, the noise due to the temperature fluctuations from incident electromagnetic (EM) radiation

is considered, with applications ranging from cell signaling to chemical engineering. EM radiation and

subsequent molecular absorption cause temperature fluctuations which affect molecular dynamics and can

be considered as an exogenous noise source for MNC. In this paper, the probability density function of the

radiation absorption noise (RAN) is analyzed and to demonstrate applicability, we include characteristics

of different tissues of the human body. Furthermore, the closed-form expression of error probability (EP)

for MNC under the radiation noise is derived. Numerical analysis is demonstrated on different tissues of

the human body: skin, brain, and blood, as well as the polarization factor of incident EM radiation is

demonstrated. The coupling relationship between the radiation frequency and the intrinsic impedance of

the human body on the PDF of radiation absorption noise is presented. This is useful for understanding how

mutual information changes with external radiation sources.

INDEX TERMS Molecular communication, noise modeling, and channel modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Extreme environments present a significant challenge to

conventional wireless signals that are used for monitoring,

control, and communications. Such environments include

in vivo health monitoring and targeted drug delivery (lossy

propagation), adversarial chemical engineering environments

(high temperature and radiation), and these form part of

the wider Nuclear Biological and Chemical (NBC) defense

challenges. With the development of nano-technology, a new

communication paradigm known as Nano Communication

(NC) presents the aforementioned extreme environments.

Fundamentally, NC is based on nanotechnology which com-

prises of design and production of devices and systems at

the atomic and molecular scales (nano-scale). Specifically,

NC groups of different Nanoscale components make the

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney.

integrated functional devices known as nano-machine which

achieves all the functionality of the familiar modern com-

munication system. In other words, Nanomachines perform

the signal processing tasks like encoding, transmitting, and

receiving of the information [1]. Currently, NC is divided

into two categories; Molecular Nano Communication (MNC)

and Electromagnetic Nano communication (EMNC). MNC

is a bio-inspired approach as it is inspired by the natural

phenomenon of biology and deals with the emission, prop-

agation, and reception of molecules using Nanomachines

(natural/artificial) [2]. EMNC is inspired by miniaturization

of communication devices and deals with transmission prop-

agation and reception of EM waves radiated by some novel

nanodevice in the Terahertz band [3], [4].

Further, the literature reveals that MNC, EMNC, and

traditional microwave communication coexist in some typ-

ical multiple access technology scenarios [5]. In other

applications, external EM radiation is used to heat the
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medium or influence a process. In such scenarios, an increase

in temperature due to the absorption of EM energy

by molecules results in radiation absorption noise in

MNC [4]–[7].

Noise sources in MNC originate intrinsically differently

than for noise sources in EMNC [9]. So, the rest of this section

presents various literature which includes noise modeling and

its analysis with respect to MNC.

The design of a unicast and broadcast MNC is analyzed

under different noise reduction approaches namely, F (noise-

free), N (all-noise), E (exponential decay) and R (receiver

removal) [10]. In the case of diffusion-based communication

for low noise regimes, F and N approaches have the same

information rate but it is reduced for E and R approaches.

While in the case of hybrid-aster F, E, N has a low noise level

with nearly similar information rate but for R the informa-

tion rate is very low [10]. Additive inverse Gaussian noise

(AIGN) is proposed in [11] for MNC over fluid medium as

a propagation channel. Symbol Error Probability (SEP) with

t-ary modulation for different values of t is analyzed under

AIGN noise. The different filter techniques such as average

filtering and maximum likelihood (ML) detection are used to

improve the performance of MNC under AIGN noise [11].

Also, in [12] noise from multiple sources over fluid medium

is proposed for MNC as an extension of reaction-diffusion

master equation (RDMEX) with exogenous input. The effect

of analytical noise in Particulate Drug Delivery Systems

(PDDS) over a cardiovascular channel of MNC is presented

in [6]. It includes all the noise effects that affect the injection,

propagation, and reception of drug nanoparticles. Drug recep-

tion probability is proposed in terms of various parameters

including blood temperature. Finally, the effect of, blood

vessel dimensions, diffusion coefficient, and blood velocity

respectively on capacity is analyzed [6].

In [7], the analysis of the information rate for EMNC is

presented by considering the additive colored Gaussian dis-

tribution as the molecular absorption noise. Authors, in [13]

presents the effects of the temperature variations inside the

human body on the capacity of diffusion-based MNC. It is

found that as concentration decreases with an increase in

temperature, theoretic capacity increases. The effect of tem-

perature in the modeling of the molecular channel is ana-

lyzed in [14]. Perhaps for the first time authors in [14] have

presented fading distributions, the joint distribution of the

channel gain and additive noise and its effect on intersymbol

interference (ISI) with experimental data validation. As an

important observation, it is noted that only the standard devi-

ation of the temperature variations strongly affects the ISI

distribution. It is noteworthy to mention that though Specific

Absorption Rate (SAR) of EM radiation is studied in various

literature [15], [16] demonstrating different thermal effects of

it on human body tissues. However, the authors in [4], [17]

introduces the effect of EM radiation as the noise may be

termed as RAN. Closed-form expressions for the rise in

temperature due to the absorption of EM energy have been

proposed in [4] for both single-particle and multiple particle

scenarios. It also proposes expressions for an increase in

temperature used for the analysis of the molecular absorption

power at the receiver [4]. But, it considers the homogeneous

medium of propagation which is an oversimplified assump-

tion. Moreover, it has taken only single tissue (blood) as an

example of a homogeneous medium for numerical analysis

purposes. While, authors in [17] have analysed spectral radi-

ance and power spectral density thoroughly. The propagation

of EM waves inside the human body is severely impacted

by the absorption of liquid water molecules [18]. In vivo

communication, the power spectral density as a function of

distance and frequency is calculated in [19], while channel

capacity and transmission range are calculated in [20] both

under the molecular absorption noise. Though, authors in [8]

analyses the effect of molecular absorption noise which has

been carried out for different tissues of the human body such

as fat, blood, skin, etc., but from EMNC point of view. For

EMNC they concluded that with an increase in the distance

between transmitter and receiver the level of received infor-

mation decreases as the noise level increases due to molecular

absorption in the medium.

It is noticeable that as per the authors’ best knowledge,

to date, none of the literature has presented analytical expres-

sions of the RAN as function of temperature due to the

absorption of EM energy by the molecules of the medium

and its effect on Molecular information transfer (MIT).

So, this paper explores the aforesaid issues. The analysis is

made at different frequency range, for the human body as

a demonstration of applicability, considering different tis-

sue of the human body like skin, blood, and brain [21].

However, following are the major technical contributions of

the manuscripts:
1) The statistical model of the noise, termed as radiation

absorption noise (RAN), due to increase in temperature

by virtue of incident EM is proposed for contemporary

molecular communication.

2) Novel closed form expression for the PDF of the pro-

posed RAN is presented which includes the impedance

of the human body tissues (skin, brain, and blood),

the polarization factor of incident and frequency of

incident EM wave.

3) Novel closed form expression for the Error Probability

(EP) under of the proposed RAN is derived to quantify

the performance of molecular communication.

4) Presents thorough demonstration on the effects of tis-

sues of the human body (skin, brain, and blood),

the polarization factor of incident EM radiation and the

coupling relationship between the radiation frequency

and the intrinsic impedance of the human body.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,

the probability density function of radiation absorption noise

as a function of temperature and error probability is formu-

lated. In Sec. III, the numerical analysis has been made at

different frequencies for different human body tissues and

the polarization factor effects have been discussed and finally,

the conclusion has been made in Sec. IV.
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II. PROPOSED RADIATION ABSORPTION NOISE (RAN)

AND ERROR PROBABILITY (EP) FOR MNC

In MNC, molecular absorption noise is composed of the

channel environment noise, the self-induced noise, and the

molecular absorption of the transmitted signal [22]. However,

noise due to the increase in temperature by virtue of incident

EM energy on tissues of the body should be an additional

source of noise in MNC [4]. This section proposes radiation

absorption noise due to this increase in temperature: expres-

sions of PDF of RAN and EP under the RAN are derived. First

of all, Stefan-Boltzmann (SB) law [23] and power density of

EM waves are used to find a relation between radiation and

energy and then [24] is used to derive the PDF of RAN in

terms of temperature. Next, an analytical expression for EP

is derived using the PDF of RAN.

A. PDF OF RAN

According to Stefan-Boltzmann Law [23], the thermal energy

radiated by a body radiator is proportional to the fourth power

of the absolute temperature and is given by

P = AǫσT 4 (1)

where, P (inWatt) is the Power, A (inm2) is the surface Area,

ǫ is the emissivity of the body, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann

Constant (Wm−2K−4) and T (in K ) is the temperature of the

body. Now, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

P

A
= ǫσT 4 (2)

Again, power density of EM wave can be given as

P

A
=
E2
0

2η
(3)

where, E0 (in V/m) is the peak of electric field intensity and η

(in�) is intrinsic impedance of the body tissue. But according

to [4], molecules in the human body absorb EM energy and

subsequently release this energy as heat to their immediate

surroundings which in turn causes rise in temperature. So,

from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) we can write

E2
0

2η
= ǫσT 4 (4)

though, in Eq. (3) E0 is the peak of electric field intensity.

However, as Eq. (4) establishes the relation between E0 and

temperature (T) [4, 23]. So, without loss of generality we can

rewrite Eq. (4) as

E2
0 (T ) = 2ǫησT 4 (5)

Eq. (5) shows the relation between electric field inten-

sity, E0(T ) and temperature. It is noteworthy to mention

that, the rise in temperature is exogenous noise source for

MNC [4]. So, there must be a PDF for this noise, called as

PDF of RAN. But, as per our best knowledge none of the

literatures present PDF of RAN. Although, PDF of electric

field E0(T ) i.e. fE (E0(T )) is given by [24] and a similar sce-

nario is used to measure and validate the EM absorption for

human body in [25], [26]. Hence, without loss of generality

PDF fE (E0(T )) of E0(T ) can be taken as

fE (E0(T )) =

3
∑

n=1

2βn

αn
exp(−ǫn(E

2
0 (T ))) (6)

where, n is equal to 1, 2 and 3 for each principal direction

respectively and corresponding coefficients, αn and βn are as

given in [24]:

α1 =
3

1 + 2P13 − P23
(7)

β1 =
1

P13(P13 − P23)
(8)

α2 =
3

1 + 2P23 − P13
(9)

β2 =
1

P23(P23 − P13)
(10)

α3 =
3

1 − P13 − P23
(11)

β3 =
1

P13P23
(12)

where, P13 and P23 are the polarization factors along the two

planes.

Following variate transformation can be used in Eq. (6) to

derive the PDF of the magnitude of the temperature

fT (T ) = fE (E0(T ))
dE0(T )

dT
(13)

now, substituting value of E0(T ) from Eq. (5) and value of

fE (E0(T )) form Eq. (6) into Eq. (13), we get

fT (T ) =

3
∑

n=1

E0(T )
2βn

αn
exp (−αnE

2
0 (T ))

d
√

(2ηǫσT 4)

dT
(14)

Eq. (14) can further be simplified as

fT (T ) =

3
∑

n=1

8ηǫσT 3 βn

αn
exp(−2ησαnǫT

4) (15)

where, T is the temperature, Eq. (15) represents the PDF of

radiation absorption noise due to temperature variation in

MNC channel. As per authors best knowledge, Eq. (15) is

novel and can be used to understand how mutual information

changes with external radiation sources in MNC. Further,

for numerical analysis of Eq. (15) intrinsic impedance (η)

of body tissues can be calculated from [27] for THz (which

correspond to EM radiation from EMNC) and [21], [28]

for MHz (which correspond to EM radiation from traditional

microwave communication) frequency range.

B. ERROR PROBABILITY UNDER RAN

Assuming, H1 and H0 be the hypothesises correspond to the

transmission of information and no transmission of infor-

mation respectively. Then, PDF under hypothesis H0 and

H1 can be represented by PH0
(T ) and PH1

(T ) respectvely.
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Now, without loss of generality, using Eq. (15) with [29],

PH0
(T ) and PH1

(T ) can be given by Eq. (16) and Eq. (17)

PH0
(T ) = fT (T )

=

3
∑

n=1

8ηǫσT 3 βn

αn
exp(−2ησαnǫT

4) (16)

PH1
(T ) = fT (T − d)

=

3
∑

n=1

8ηǫσ (T−d)3
βn

αn
exp(−2ησαnǫ(T − d)4) (17)

where referring to [29], d is the distance between the means

of the two densities. Now, without loss of generality, under

binary assumption, the probability of successful reception

and no reception will be equal i.e. PH0
(T ) = PH1

(T ) = 1/2.

Also, it is noticeable that forPH0
(T )=PH1

(T )= 1/2 the value

of threshold will be d/2. Then, the probability of false alarm

(PF ) and probability of detection (PD) can be given by [29]

PF =

∫

∞

d/2

fT (T )dT (18)

PD =

∫

∞

d/2

fT (T − d)dT (19)

Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (18) we get

PF =

∫

∞

d/2

3
∑

n=1

8ηǫσT 3 βn

αn
exp(−2ηαnǫσT

4)dT (20)

now letting, u = T 4 and with simple substitutions, we get

PF =

∫

∞

z

3
∑

n=1

2ηǫσ
βn

αn
exp(−2ηαnǫσu)du (21)

on solving integration in Eq. (21) (which is straight forward)

we get probability of false alarm as

PF =

3
∑

n=1

βn

αn
exp(−2ηαnǫσ (d/2)4) (22)

now, with Eq. (15), Eq. (17), and Eq. (19) we get

PD =

∫

∞

d/2

3
∑

n=1

8ηǫσ (T − d)3
βn

αn
exp(−2ηαnǫσ (T − d)4)dT

(23)

again, solving integration in Eq. (23) yields probability of

detection as

PD =

3
∑

n=1

βn

αn
exp(−2ηαnǫσ (d/2)4) (24)

however, error probability under condition of binary trans-

mission with equal probability, PH1
= PH2

= 1/2 (non-equal

transmission strategy can be also used which is left as future

aspect of this article) can be given by [29]

Pe(ξ ) =
1

2
(PF + PD) (25)

TABLE 1. List of parameters used in simulation.

where, from [30, Eq. 5.2.5], without loss of generality ξ

represents the signal to temperature noise ratio (S/NT ). Now,

substituting PF from Eq. (22) and PD form Eq. (24) into

Eq. (25) we get final expression of error probability under

RAN as

Pe(S/NT ) =

3
∑

n=1

βn

αn
exp(−2ηαnǫσ (d/2)4) (26)

As per authors best knowledge Eq. (26) is novel and never

reported in the literature. However, it is noteworthy to men-

tion that the effect of RAN appears asNT in Eq. (26). So,more

the value of temperaturemore is the value of noise (NT ) which

results in the higher value of EP. The effect of the polarization

factor of the incident EM radiation, coupling relationship

between the radiation frequency and the intrinsic impedance

of the human tissues (skin, blood, brain, muscle) on EP can

be examine using Eq. (26).

III. NUMERICAL DISCUSSION

This section presents the numerical evaluation of the ana-

lytical expressions proposed due to the increase in tem-

perature by virtue of incident EM energy on the human

body tissues. Illustration and understanding of the effects

due to intrinsic impedance of the human body tissues

(skin, brain, and blood) and polarization factor of inci-

dent EM wave, on molecular information transfer of MNC,

is presented.

The parameters used for analysis are as follows (also

shown in Table 1): Stefan’s proportionality constant (σ ) is

equal to 5.670373 x 103Wm−2K−4 [23], intrinsic impedance

(η, in �) of body tissues (blood, brain, and skin) can be

calculated from [27] for THz (which correspond to EM

radiation from EMNC) and [21], [28] for MHz (which cor-

respond to EM radiation from traditional microwave com-

munication) frequency range and value of emissivity (ǫ) is

taken from [31]. However, the values of the polarization

factor are taken as less than one. Further, in order to keep

the linking of the numerical discussion with the expres-

sions derived in section II-A and section II-B, this section

is divided into two subsections. In section III-A, PDF of

RAN is discussed whereas, EP under RAN is analyzed in

section III-B.
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FIGURE 1. PDF of RAN in MHz frequency range with varying intrinsic
impedance of body tissues for fixed polarization factor as P13 =

0.001/P23 = 0.002.

A. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT PARAMETERS ON THE

PDF OF RAN

This subsection presents an analysis of the PDF of RAN

proposed in section II-A, given by Eq. (15). First of all,

the PDF of RAN is analyzed for the different sets of the

intrinsic impedance of body tissues and polarization factors

of incident EM wave in the MHz frequency range. Also,

a similar analysis for PDF of RAN is presented in the THz

frequency range. Finally, the comparison between PDF of

RAN in MHz and THz frequency range respectively are

discussed for the different values of the intrinsic impedance

of body tissues.

Fig. 1, shows the PDF of radiation absorption noise for

different tissues of the human body (skin, brain, and blood)

as a function of temperature for different values of intrinsic

the impedance of the tissues which depends on the frequency

of incident EM wave However, the polarization factors P13
and P23 are kept constant. For skin, as the value of intrinsic

impedance (η) increases from 46 � at 150 MHz to 67 �

at 400 MHz, the peak of noise probability increases but

shifted towards lesser temperature (left-hand side: LHS). This

is so as, higher the value of the intrinsic impedance of the

tissue lower the power density (E0
2/2η) of incident EMwave.

Therefore, a lesser rise in temperature is having a greater

probability. Also, its vice-versa is true.

Similarly, as the value of intrinsic impedance increases

from 30 � at 150 MHz to 48.3 � at 400 MHz and 37.2 �

at 150 MHz to 55.34 � at 400 MHz for blood and brain

respectively, the peak of noise probability shifted towards

LHS. So, again as the value of the intrinsic impedance of the

body tissue increases, the peak of noise probability increases

but shifted towards LHS irrespective of the type of human

body tissues. On the other hand, the inverse is also true.

However, for skin, the peak of noise probability is achieved

at the least value of temperature whereas for blood it is

achieved at the highest value of temperature at the given value

of frequency (η of skin and blood are 67 � and 48.3 � at

400 MHz) as shown in Fig. 1. This observation clarifies that

lower water content in the tissue results in lower conductiv-

ity and will give a higher value of intrinsic impedance as

FIGURE 2. PDF of RAN in MHz frequency range with varying polarization
factor under different body tissues at 400 MHz.

in [21, 28]. From Eq. (3) it can be observed that higher

the value of the intrinsic impedance of the tissue implies

in the lower power density of incident EM wave results

in greater probability of the lesser rise in temperature as

depicted in Fig.1.

Fig. 2, shows the effect of polarization factor of incident

EM wave on the PDF of radiation absorption noise for dif-

ferent tissues of the human body like; skin, brain, and blood

as a function of temperature. However, frequency is kept

constant as 400MHz that corresponds to the value of intrinsic

impedances as 67�, 48.3�, and 55.34� for skin, blood, and

brain respectively. Also, values of polarization factor of inci-

dent EMwave are taken as P13 = 0.01/ P23 = 0.02 and P13 =

0.4/ P23 = 0.5. For skin, as the values of polarization factor

increases from P13 = 0.01/ P23 = 0.02 to P13 = 0.4/ P23 =

0.5 the peak of noise probability decreases significantly for

intrinsic impedance equal to 67 � at 400 MHz. This means

that for a given tissue if the value of intrinsic impedance

is fixed then a higher value of polarization factor of inci-

dent EM wave results in the lesser probability of the rise in

temperature. Similarly, for blood and brain as the values of

polarization factor increases from P13 = 0.01/ P23 = 0.02 to

P13 = 0.4/ P23 = 0.5 the peak of noise probability again

decreases. Though, the noticeable variation in the amplitude

peak is different for them.

Also, from Fig. 2, it can be observed that for fixed fre-

quency skin attains peak of the noise probability for least

value of temperature as it has the highest value of intrinsic

impedance at 400 MHz whereas, blood for highest value

of temperature but peak of noise probability of brain lies

between that of skin and blood.

Fig. 3, shows the effect of different tissues of the human

body (skin, brain, and blood), polarization factor of incident

EM wave, and intrinsic impedance of body tissue (which

depends on the value of frequency of incident EM wave) on

the PDF of radiation absorption noise as function of tempera-

ture. For skin, brain, and blood intrinsic impedances are 46�,

37.199 �, and 30 � at 150 MHz and 67 �, 55.34 �, and

48.3 � at 400 MHz respectively.

Further, the polarization factors have been increased from

P13 = 0.001/P23 = 0.007 to P13 = 0.3/P23 = 0.6 for

VOLUME 8, 2020 6383
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FIGURE 3. PDF of RAN in MHz frequency range under different body
tissues at 150 MHz and 400 MHz for varying polarization factor.

each value of intrinsic impedances of every tissue. For

skin, at intrinsic impedance of 67 �, as polarization factors

varies from P13 = 0.001/P23 = 0.007 to P13 = 0.3/P23 =

0.6, the noise peak decreases significantly but also shifted

slightly towards LHS. Same is true at intrinsic impedance of

46 �, as polarization factors varies from P13 = 0.001/P23 =

0.007 to P13 = 0.3/P23 = 0.6. On the other hand, at fixed

value of polarization factor, P13 = 0.001/P23 = 0.007 or

P13 = 0.3/P23 = 0.6 as intrinsic impedance increases from

46 � to 67 � the peak of noise probability increases but

shifted towards LHS. So, an increase in intrinsic impedance

increases the noise peak but an increase in polarization factor

decreases the noise peak. But either increase in intrinsic

impedance or increase in polarization factor shifts the noise

peak towards LHS. This shift is significant for an increase in

intrinsic impedance but it is slight for an increase in polariza-

tion factor.

Now, for brain, at intrinsic impedance of 55.34�, as polar-

ization factors varies from P13 = 0.001/P23 = 0.007 to P13 =

0.3/P23 = 0.6, the noise peak decreases significantly but

also shifted slightly towards LHS. Same is true at intrinsic

impedance of 37.2 �, as polarization factors varies from

P13 = 0.001/P23 = 0.007 to P13 = 0.3/P23 = 0.6. Further,

at fixed value of polarization factor, P13 = 0.001/P23 =

0.007 or P13 = 0.3/P23 = 0.6 as intrinsic impedance increases

from 37.2 � to 53.34 � the peak of noise PDF increases but

shifted towards LHS. So, similar observation can be drawn

for brain as it is drawn for skin for different variation in the

parameters. Also, in Fig. 3 similar observations can be drawn

for blood as well.

Further, it can be observed in Fig. 3 that for a fixed value

of polarization factor as P13 = 0.001/P23 = 0.007 and fixed

value of frequency at 150 MHz the intrinsic impedance of

skin, brain, and blood are 46 �, 37.199 �, and 30 � respec-

tively. The noise peak of the skin is achieved for the lowest

value of temperature whereas for the blood the highest value

of temperature is achieved, but for brain, it is in between

the two. It is noteworthy to mention that all the assertions

mentioned for Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are equally valid and are also

applicable for Fig. 3.

FIGURE 4. PDF of RAN in THz frequency range under different body
tissues at 0.1 THz and 1 THz for varying polarization factor.

Finally, from Fig. 3 it is concluded that irrespective of

body tissue; an increase in intrinsic impedance increases

the peak of noise PDF but an increase in polarization fac-

tor decreases the noise peak, either increase in intrinsic

impedance or increase in polarization factor shifts the noise

peak towards LHS and the noise peak of skin is achieved

for the lowest value of temperature whereas for blood it is

achieved at the highest value of temperature, however for

brain it is in between the two.

Finally, Fig. 4 concludes that irrespective of body tissue;

an increase in intrinsic impedance increases the peak of noise

PDF but an increase in polarization factor decreases the noise

peak. Either an increase in intrinsic impedance or increase in

polarization factor shifts the noise peak towards LHS. It is

observed that the noise peak of the skin is achieved at the

lowest value of temperature whereas the noise peak of muscle

is achieved at the highest value of temperature for the given

value of the polarization factor and frequency.

Further, this section discusses the comparison between

PDF of RAN in MHz and THz frequency range drawn from

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively for different values of the

intrinsic impedance of skin. Though, in either case (either

in MHz or in THz frequency range) the peak of noise

probability increases but shifted towards lesser temperature

(left-hand side: LHS) as intrinsic impedance (depends on

the value of frequency and given by [27] and [21], [28]

for THz and MHz respectively) increases and it’s vice-versa.

However, the effect is profound for THz compare to the MHz

frequency range as expected.

B. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT PARAMETERS

ON EP UNDER RAN

This subsection presents an analysis of EP under RAN pro-

posed in section II-B, given by Eq. (26). First of all, EP under

RAN is analyzed for a different set of the intrinsic impedance

of body tissues and polarization factors of incident EM wave

in the MHz frequency range. Also, a similar analysis for EP

under RAN is presented in the THz frequency range. Finally,

the comparison between EP under RAN in MHz and THz

frequency range respectively are discussed for the different

values of the intrinsic impedance of body tissues.
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FIGURE 5. EP under RAN in MHz frequency range with varying intrinsic
impedance of body tissues for fixed polarization factor as P13 =

0.001/P23 = 0.002.

FIGURE 6. EP under RAN in MHz frequency range with varying
polarization factor for different body tissues at 400 MHz.

Fig. 5 shows the EP of MNC under RAN for differ-

ent human body tissues (brain, skin, blood) and intrin-

sic impedances keeping polarization factor fixed (P13 =

0.001/P23 = 0.002) as a function of SNR. For blood, an intrin-

sic impedance of 30 � which is lowest out of brain, skin,

and blood at 150 MHz, results in the highest error proba-

bility. This is so as lower is the intrinsic impedance more is

the probability of a larger rise in temperature and a larger

rise in temperature contribute to more noise. Similar obser-

vations can be made from the curve of the brain with an

intrinsic impedance of 37 � at 150 MHz, skin with an

intrinsic impedance of 46 � at 150 MHz, blood with intrin-

sic impedance of 48.3 � at 400 MHz, brain with intrinsic

impedance of 55.34 � at 400MHz and brain with intrinsic

impedance of 67 � at 400 MHz. Finally, it can be con-

cluded that for given SNR the error probability increases with

decrease in intrinsic impedance from 67 � (skin) to 30 �

(blood) as expected (lower is the intrinsic impedance more

is the probability of a larger rise in temperature and larger a

in temperature contribute to more noise).

Fig. 6 shows the EP under RAN for different values of

polarization factor of incident EM wave, and for different

FIGURE 7. EP under RAN in MHz frequency range under different body
tissues at 150 MHz and 400 MHz for varying polarization factor.

tissues of the human body (skin, brain, and blood) at 400MHz

as a function SNR. At 400 MHz the values of the intrinsic

impedance of skin, brain, and blood are 67 �, 55.3 �, and

48.3 � respectively. For skin, as polarization factor increases

from P13 = 0.01/P23 = 0.02 to P13 = 0.2 / P23 = 0.3 error

probability decreases significantly for higher value of SNR.

This is so as higher the value of polarization factor of incident

EM wave lesser the probability of the rise in temperature

and the hence lesser chance of noise. Also, for brain and

blood, as polarization factor increases from P13 = 0.01/P23 =

0.02 to P13 = 0.2 / P23 = 0.3 a significant decrease in error

probability is observed for higher value of SNR.

Further, from Fig. 6, for a fixed value of polarization factor

(either P13 = 0.01/P23 = 0.002 or P13 = 0.2 / P23 = 0.3)

blood has the lowest intrinsic impedance of 48.3 � and

highest error probability whereas that for skin is minimum

but for the brain is in between the two. This is so as the

water content of blood is highest, and higher the water con-

tent higher the conductivity which results in lower intrinsic

impedance [21], [28]. And from the previous paragraph lower

the intrinsic impedance higher the chance of the rise in tem-

perature which is noise for the system under consideration.

Fig. 7, shows the EP under RAN for different tissues of

the human body (skin, brain, and blood), polarization factor

of incident EM wave and intrinsic impedance of tissues as

a function of SNR. For skin, brain, and blood the intrinsic

impedances are 67 �, 48.3 �, and 55.3 � respectively at

400 MHz and are 46 �, 37.2 �, and 30 � respectively at

150 MHz. Further, the polarization factors is increased from

P13 = 0.001/P23 = 0.002 to P13 = 0.2/P23 = 0.3 for each

value of intrinsic impedances of every tissue.

It can be observed that for skin as polarization factor

increases from P13 = 0.001/ P23 = 0.002 to P13 = 0.2/P23 =

0.3, the error probability decreases significantly for fixed

value of intrinsic impedance as 67 �. Whereas, for either

values of polarization factor, P13 = 0.001/ P23 = 0.002 or
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FIGURE 8. EP under RAN in THz frequency range for different body
tissues at 0.1 THz and 1 THz for varying polarization factor.

P13 = 0.2/P23 = 0.3 as intrinsic impedance increases from

46 � to 67 � error probability decreases. Similar, obser-

vations can be drawn for brain and blood with respect to

either increase in polarization factor or increase in intrinsic

impedance.

Finally, it can be observed that for given polarization factor

(P13 = 0.001/ P23 = 0.002 or P13 = 0.2/P23 = 0.3) the error

probability is lowest for skin and highest for blood, but it is

in between for brain. Once, again it is noteworthy to mention

that all the assertions mentioned for Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are

equally valid and applicable for Fig. 7.

Further, from Fig. 8 it can be observed that for skin,

as polarization factor increases from P13 = 0.03 / P23 =

0.04 to P13 = 0.3 / P23 = 0.4 the error probability decreases

significantly for fixed value of intrinsic impedance. Whereas,

for fixed values of polarization factor (P13 = 0.03 / P23 =

0.04 orP13 = 0.3 /P23 = 0.4) as intrinsic impedance increases

from 0.112M� to 0.154M� the EP decreases significantly.

Similar, observations can be drawn for muscle with respect to

either increase in intrinsic impedance or increase in polariza-

tion factor of incident EM wave. Finally, it can be observed

that for given polarization factor (P13 = 0.03 / P23 = 0.04 or

P13 = 0.3 / P23 = 0.4) and frequency, the error probability of

skin is lower than that of muscle.

Finally, this section discusses the comparison between EP

under RAN in MHz and THz frequency range drawn from

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively for different values of the

intrinsic impedance of skin. It may be noted that in either

case (either in MHz or in THz frequency range) as intrinsic

impedance (depends on the value of frequency and given

by [27] and [28] for THz andMHz respectively) increases EP

decreases. However, the effect is profound for THz compare

to the MHz frequency range as expected.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel noise model for MNC, due to increase in temperature

by virtue of radiation absorption of incident EM energy by

the tissues of the body, is modelled in this research paper.

Analytical expressions of the probability density function

of the noise and error probability under proposed noise are

derived for MNC. It is found that for any of the tissues

like skin, brain, and blood, the peak of noise probability is

shifted towards LHS as the value of intrinsic impedance,

which depends on frequency, increases. On the other hand,

as the values of polarization factor increases, the peak of

noise probability decreases significantly for a fixed value

of intrinsic impedance. However, either increase in intrinsic

impedance or increase in polarization factor shifts the noise

peak towards LHS, but the noise peak of skin is achieved

for the lowest value of temperature whereas blood for the

highest value of temperature, but for the brain, it is in between

the two. Further, in case of EP it is observed that for any

of the tissue, as polarization factor increases, EP decreases

significantly for a fixed value of intrinsic impedance. On the

other hand, for any value of polarization factor as intrinsic

impedance increases, EP decreases significantly. In place

of considering equal transmission strategy, non-equal trans-

mission strategy could be the future aspect of this work.

In addition, the joint effect of different noises of MNC can

be analysed in future work.
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